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97
This opulent, powerful wine has weight, 
richness and a beautiful creamy 
texture. It’s built to age, from its wood 
aging to its minerality. Concentrated, 
it offers yellow fruits shot through with 
acidity. From the grandest Chardonnay 
vineyard in Burgundy, it will age well. 

Montrachet
Grand Cru 

96
 A ripe, dense wine, this has powerful fruit 
and a serious long-term future. It is rich 
with yellow fruits with a generous, creamy 
texture, and tight with minerality.

Chevalier-Montrachet 
Grand Cru

“Les Demoiselles”

96
Wood, ripe fruit and a tight texture 
give this wine a very complete 
feeling. It is structured, mineral-driven 
and packed with fresh apples and 
yellow fruit.

Bâtard-Montrachet
Grand Cru

95
This wine from the Corton Grand Cru 
vineyard is packed with tannins as well 
as smoky fruit. It is richly structured and 
firm, yet the fruit is equally powerful, 
showing bold black fruits struck against 
bright acidity.

Château Corton 
Grancey Grand Cru

95
This is rich and seductive, opulent even. 
Bold yellow fruits, ripe apples and 
pears are surrounded by a youthful 
texture that will allow it to age. The 
fruit and the touches of wood are still 
present, but will integrate beautifully. 

Corton-Charlemagne
Grand Cru 95

This structured wine comes from the-
Grand Cru of Vosne-Romanée. It does 
have the structure and density of the 
wines from this run of grand crus, with 
bold tannins over the red-cherry fruits.

Romanée-Saint-Vivant 
Grand Cru

“Les Quatre Journaux”

95
From the largest Grand Cru in Vosne-
Romanée, this wine has plenty of the 
structure as well as the fruit that shines 
in this vintage. It is rich and smoky with 
black fruits and red-berry flavors.

Echézeaux
Grand Cru
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This is Burgundian opulence, with 
generous, rounded black-fruit 
and berry flavors. Supporting this 
richness are the tannins that will 
allow the wine to age.

Chambertin Grand Cru
“Cuvée Héritiers Latour”

93
Among the most northerly of the 
run of Beaune premier crus, the 
wine is structured but the structure is 
cushioned by the ripe red-berry fruits 
to give a generous wine. 

Beaune 1er Cru
“Perrières”

94
This wine is firm yet ripe, with a bold 
yet tight character that foreshadows 
a rich wine in the future. The cherry 
and red plum flavors are lush and 
generous. It is going to be a delicious 
wine, full of concentration.

Volnay 1er Cru
“En Chevret”

93
This is a cool wine, with acidity and 
citrus fruits well in evidence. It comes 
from one of the higher premier-cru 
vineyards, giving a crisp and textured 
wine even in this warm vintage.

Meursault 1er Cru
“Goutte d’Or”

93
Rich and rounded with a creamy 
texture, this wine is ripe with apri-
cots and has a strongly mineral 
character. Full of fruit...

Chassagne-Montrachet 
1er Cru “Morgeot”

93
This crisp wine comes from 
one of upper vineyards of the 
village. It is packed with apples 
and citrus, plus a touch of toast.

Chassagne-Montrachet 
1er Cru

“La Grande Montagne”

93
With the structure that is typical of 
Pommard, this wine also has a ripe 
richness from the vintage. The two 
together give a generous full wine with 
acidity and black-cherry fruits. Bold 
and ripe.

Pommard 1er Cru
“Epenots”
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This structured wine is full of fruit 
and has a tight texture. It shows 
a creamy side from new wood, 
although this is well integrated into 
the fruity acidity and the mineral 
edge.

Meursault 1er Cru
“Château de Blagny”

92
The wine has density and a good structure. 
It also has the acidity that marks the 
vintage. Red-cherry fruits and a crisp 
texture are balanced by the firmer tannins 
and solid character at the end. 

Morey-Saint-Denis

93
This is one of the higher elevation 
premier crus in Puligny. In this warm 
vintage it has managed to give a wine 
that is crisp and mineral. To contrast 
with this, the wine also has a creamy, 
toasty character from the wood aging.

Puligny-Montrachet 
1er Cru “Sous le Puits”

92
A big firmly structured wine with solid 
tannins and black-plum-skin texture, 
the wine is rich and dense. Its fruits are 
balanced by the concentrated tannins 
and by the sense of restrained power.

Nuits-Saint-Georges 
1er Cru“Les Damodes”

92
Rounded and warm, this wine shows ripe 
yellow fruits and spice from the wood 
aging. It’s richly endowed, full of toast and 
with a generous texture. The minerality and 
acidity are a hint in this rounded wine.

Puligny-Montrachet 
1er Cru “Les Referts”

91
Structured & firm with fine red 
fruits & acidity, this is a wine that 
brings out all the structure of the 
appellation. It has acidity & red 
cherry & berry fruits that are shot 
through with a crisp texture. 

Gevrey-Chambertin

92
The wine is dense with fine concentration 
and a solid dry tannin character at 
the back. It is full of black fruits and 
balanced acidity. Its richness reflects 
the quality of the vintage and its aging 
potential.

Aloxe-Corton 1er Cru
“Les Chaillots”
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The wine is structured with 
solid tannins and a foursquare 
character. Ripe fruits with plenty 
of balancing acidity give this 
wine its density and its crisp 
edge.

Nuits-Saint-Georges

90
This wine has weight and richness. 
It is ripe with apricot and peach 
flavors that are happily balanced 
by a crisp edge of acidity. Its 
texture will give it a good future.

Chassagne-Montrachet

91
This wine is ripe with yellow fruits 
and apple acidity. The richness of 
the year is balanced by crispness, 
minerality and delicious fruitiness.

Puligny-Montrachet 

90
The wine is ripe with red-cherry and 
plum flavors and plenty of acidity to 
balance. It is a rounded wine, generous 
with fruitiness and with a touch of tan-
nin at the end. This is a fine village wine 
from this attractive appellation.

Savigny-les-Beaune90
The wine has a good structure with 
sophisticated tannins and perfumed 
acidity. Black cherry and spice 
from the wood are balanced by 
the freshness of the acidity and the 
rounded aftertaste. 

Aloxe-Corton
“Domaine Latour”


